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Number 1
Descriptions
RJ-101B - Cell Phone Jammer
Cover interface standards: Digital : IDEN, TDMA,
CDMA, GSM, UMTS
Analog: AMPS, NMT, N-AMPS, TACS
Total output power: 10W (CDMA800: 2W,
GSM900:3W, 1805-1990: 2.5W, 2100-2200:
2.5W)
Antennas External Omnidirectional
Every band frequency can select output power
All the TX frequency covered down link only.
Automatic power switching power supply: 50 / 60
Hz / AC 100 ~ 240V
Jamming range: Radius 10 ~ 40 M[the signal
must
Safety regulation: AC Adapter CE,UL (E190582
), CSA ( LR112971 Level 3 )

Minimum order quantity:5PCS
SPECIFICATION
Output
Frequency
CDMA800
869-894MHz
GSM900
920-960MHz
DCS1800
1805-1880MHz
PHS 1900
1895-1920MHz

Average Output Power
35dBm
35dBm
33dBm
33dBm

Channel Output Power
6dBm/100KHz (min)
5dBm/100KHz (min)
2dBm/100KHz (min)
2dBm/100KHz (min)

or GSM1900
or 1930-1990MHz
or choose 3G
2110-2170MHz
33dBm
2dBm/30KHz (min)
Shielding Radius: (10-40) meters ,-80dBm Rules of installation: UL (E190582) CSA (LR
112971 Level
Full Set Weight: 3.0KG
Contents:
1. Cellular phone jammer 1pcs
2. AC/DC adapter 1pcs
3. The manual 1pcs
4.Steel frame of installation 1pcs
5.Remote control 1pcs
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6.Antenna 4pcs
Working time: Without the time limit, May continue to work for 365days
Features:
It can be used in an office or applied at meeting room, conference room, museum, gallery,
theatre, concert hall, mosque, church, temple, restaurant, classroom, training center, factory,
bank, train, bus, etc. For some locations of special purpose such as hospital, gas station, etc.,
please do field test first to make sure no interference happened to the normal operation of their
equipment and instrument..*.It easy to install and operate the device.

Number 2
Descriptions
RJ-101H - Cell Phone Jammer
Cover interface standards: Digital : IDEN, TDMA,
CDMA, GSM, UMTS
Analog: AMPS, NMT, N-AMPS, TACS
Total output power:8W (CDMA800:2W,
GSM900:2W, 1805-1990: 2 W, 2100-2200: 2W)
Signal Source PLL synthesized
Antennas External Omnidirectional
Every band frequency can select output power
All the TX frequency covered down link only.
Automatic power switching power supply: 50 / 60
Hz / AC 100 ~ 240V
Tag: Cell Phone Blockers , portable cell phone
jammer , mobile phone signal blocker , GPS
Jammer , Tracker Jammer Wifi Blocker , Portable 3G
Cellphone/GPS/WiFi Jammer ,

SPECIFICATION
Output
Frequency
Average Output Power
Channel Output Power
CDMA800
850-894MHz
33dBm
6dBm/30KHz (min)
GSM900
920-960MHz
33dBm
5dBm/30KHz (min)
DCS1800
1805-1880MHz
33dBm
2dBm/30KHz (min)
PHS 1900
1895-1920MHz
33dBm
2dBm/30KHz (min)
or GSM1900
or 1930-1990MHz
or choose 3G
2110-2170MHz
33dBm
2dBm/30KHz (min)
Power supply: AC adapter (AC220V-DC5V)
Shielding Radius: Shielding Radius: (10-30) meters ,-75dBm Rules of installation: UL (E190582) CSA
(LR 112971 Level 3)
Weight: 3.0KG/PCS
Dimension: (width, height, length)
210*50*170mm
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Number 3
Descriptions
RJ-110B Cellphone GPS Jammers Product Description
Cover interface standards: Digital : IDEN, TDMA, CDMA, GSM, UMTS, GPS L1
Total output power: 0.5Watt
Antennas External Omnidirectional
Every band frequency can select output power
All the TX frequency covered down link only.
Battery: Ni-Mh battery DC5V/1100mA
Work time: 150 Minutes
Support Powered by car cigarette charger
Automatic power switching power supply: 50 / 60 Hz / AC 100 ~ 240V
Humidity: 5%-80%
Effective range: Up to 8meters radius , the signal must
Dimension: 95mm(H)*45mm(L)*18mm(D) not include antennas.
For Safe & Security
Petroleum station,Government Building,Military Establishments, Prison,Car
For Public Places
Church, court house,Library,Lecture hall,Meeting room,Classroom,Test room, Recording studio

Output

Frequency

CDMA
GSM
DCS
GPS

850-894MHz
925-960MHz
1805-1880MHz
1580-1700MHz

Average Output
Power
10dBm
10dBm
10dBm
10dBm

Channel Output Power
2dBm/30KHz (min)
1.5dBm/30KHz (min)
0.5dBm/30KHz (min)
0.5dBm/30KHz (min)

Shielding Radius: 3-15meters
Dimension: (width, height, length)
4.5cm *10cm*1.8cm
Weight: 370g/1 pcs
Llithium Battery: Use time is 2hours (Use the nokia charger)

Number 3
Descriptions
GT-800 Wireless Signal and Camera Lens Detector Intelligent 50MHz - 6000MHz

Wireless Signal and Camera Lens Detector Intelligent 50MHz - 6000MHz
Lightweight, easy to use and extremely effective wireless signal detector
Ideal for those who value their privacy and to prevent intrusive filming of your activities
Prevents eavesdropping, unlawful video-taping, and fraud
Quickly locates the source of any wireless signals and spy cameras
Specifications
Primary Function: Wireless Signal and Camera Lens Detector
Material: ABS
Power: Built-in rechargeable 450mAH li-ion battery
Detecting Wave Distance: 920nm
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Receiving Range: 50MHz - 6000MHz
Detection Mode: Sound or Vibration
On Board Buttons:
- Retractable Antenna
- Sensitivity +/- Control
- Power switch
- Laser light switch
- 3.5mm Earphone in
- DC 5V in
Power adapter: AC 110-240V, 50/60Hz
Dimensions: L: 98 x W:56 x D:12 (mm)
Detects whether or not your car or office
has wireless listening devices installed
Detects SMS send and receive signals, cell
phone internet signals, and call signals .
Special dedicated optical lens filters
Built-in Compass
Detection of camera lens
Detection of radio waves (wireless camera/listening device, etc.)
This product ships with a universal wall socket adapter and will work anywhere in the
world
Package list
1x Wireless Signal and Camera Lens Detector
1x Power Adapter
1xUser Manual
Package weight: 200g
Package size :(L x W x H) 158 x 92 x 50mm

Number 4
Descriptions
RJ-121G GPS Anti-tracking jammers
Highly portable. Easy to carry.
• Palm Sized
• ON/OFF switch make it use more user-friendly.
• Higher efficient jamming effect by the high power 2.0watt design.
• Optional cover to make the jammer easier to carry.
RJ-121G is a Anti-tracking jammer, sophisticated high power pocketsize jammer. It can be carried and used everywhere. It can jammer all
Tracker, RF signals up to 15meters shielding range.

Specification：
Type
Global

Output Port
GPSL1
GPSL2
GPSL3

Frequency
1500-1600 MHz
1220-1230 MHz
1200-1210Mhz

Radius range
5-15M @ depending on the mobile
service provider’s network condition
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GPSL4
GPSL5

1250-1280Mhz
1170-1180Mhz

Colors: Light Bule
Power supply: AC110-240V 12V Built-in Battery:1800mA/h

Total output Power: 2 watt
Device Size: 113*60*31mm Package Size: 209*52*86mm
Net Weight: 0.275Kg Gross Weight: 0.775Kg
Color: Skyblue
Built-in battery time : 1 hour
Signal source: Synthesized Operation
Temperature: -10℃ to +50℃
Humidity: 5% to 80%
Feature and Advantage:
1.Charging while working.
2. Each band can work separately or simultaneously.
3.Built-in fans and Wind slots on two sides design and inside coolers make a constant cooling working.

Application:
Prevent Commercial tracking, Killer track, Illegal location tracking
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Number 5
Descriptions
CX007 Full-range All-round Multi Detector,Audio Video Detector Personal
Detector
CX007 Full-range All-round Multi Detector
Introductions:
This multi detector uses active laser scanning and passive wireless
method of combining the sweep can accurately identified:
eavesdropping devices, telephone eavesdropping, digital
eavesdropping, tracking, vehicles eavesdropping, wireless pinholes,
wired camera, electrical appliances and other sources.
Features:
1. With auto detection function, the host to carry, when the live
environment of eavesdropping devices, pinhole cameras, Casino
gambling fraud, etc. The host will be in your auto-body vibration
prompts risk
2. With a signal strength indicator lights that can quickly find the
siginal at source
3. Adjust potentiometer adjustable sensitivity, quickly identify the waves at source
4. Low-voltage prompts, bulit-in rechargeable battery
5. Detection mode: laser detection; vibration; beep detection; LED display detection; headset
Specifications:
1. Material: ABS
2. Laser Detection Camera Distance: 10cm - 10m
3. Radio detection of Camera Range:
5cm - 10m
4. Power in the 50mv~200mv
Detection Range: 30 - 50 cm
5. Power in the 300mv~600mv
Detection Range: 100 - 200 cm
6. Power in the 800mv~1200mv
Detection Range: 300 - 800 cm
7. Current Consumption: 8mA
8. Probe Laser Wavelenght: 920nm
9. Receive Frequency Range: 1MHZ 6500MHZ
10. Battery Capacity: 450 mAh
11. Dimensions: 2.95 x 1.97 x 0.59
inch / 7.5 x 5 x 1.5 cm
12. Color: Black
13. Weight: 188 g / 6.63 oz
Package Includes:
1 x CX007 Full-range All-round Multi
Detector
1 x Earphone
1 x AC/DC Adapter
1 x User Manual
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Number 6
Descriptions
CC-309 Full Band Detector Lens Finder & RF Hidden wireless camera detector
Mini Full Band Detector
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This product uses the active laser scanning and passive scanning method of combining wireless, can
accurately identify: eavesdropping devices, tracking devices, car eavesdropping, wireless pinhole
camera, wired camera, electrical sources, and so on. . . . . . Can effectively prevent eavesdropping
'videotaping, fraud and protect personal privacy data and information confidential.

Function as follows:
1) with automatic detection, the host to carry, at risk when there is eavesdropping devices, pinhole
cameras, casino ye lie. . . . . . Host will prompt your body automatically detects the danger.
2) has a signal strength indicator, to quickly find the source of the signal at
3) the sensitivity adjustment potentiometer can be adjusted (increased sensitivity to widen the
detection range or lower sensitivity to shorten the detection range) radio power at faster to find.
4) Detection modes: a laser probe 2 vibration (silent) 3 beep detection probe detection 4.LED display
5. Headphone mute detection
5) low-voltage prompts, built-in rechargeable battery
Laser detection: host window can be seen through the eyes of all inside of the current situation facing
the camera lens
Wireless Sweep: frequency detection range (1MHZ-605GHZ).

Instructions for use:
A. Detection Camera
1. Turn on the power switch, a string of red lights flash
2. Click the laser light switch, back of the instrument six LED flashes
3. Down and move around the instrument, laser scanning of the surrounding environment, observing
the eye by the host window. Such as in front of a camera, you will find a strong bright spot in flash
(with vibration and audio cues)
4. If you hold down a row switch, LED flashes every 2 seconds, a fast frequency level, then the fourth
panel status lights will flash once. A total of eight choices, preferences can be adapted to all types of
people
5. In pressing the switch to turn off the laser scanning
B. Detect radio waves (wireless cameras. Wiretapping, etc.)
1 sound detection:
1) Turn the power switch, power indicator light (blue light)
2) move around, if the flashing red light, a voice prompt that there are transmitters. Signal becomes
stronger, the 4 LED lights at the same time, the sound becomes greatly changed quickly.
3) Pull out the antenna, adjust the potentiometer to the maximum, can widen the search.
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4) gradually shorten the antenna, reverse the potentiometer to reduce the detection range, can
eventually find the emission source
5) insert the headset can also be used
2 Silent detection:
1) Slide the power switch to the top of the power indicator light (blue light)
2) signal, only the flash and vibration.
3) Other operating above
C. Compass
Enhance this particular feature of this product, it is important for professionals.
D: Low Battery Tips
When the built-in battery voltage is low, the fourth panel status indicator will stop flashing
5 In order to avoid interference with phone calls or other wireless transmitter is equipped to detect the
work should be suspended
Product Specifications:
Laser detection camera from 10cm-10m (visually recognizable red light flashing)
Radio detection of camera range 5cm-10m (the decision to transmit power from the camera)
500mw-200mw power in the detection range 30-50cm
300mw-600mw power in the detection range 100-200cm
Power at 800mw - 1200mw detection range 300cm-1000cm
Power built-in lithium polymer battery 450mah
Current consumption 8Mh
Probe laser wavelength of 920nm
Receiving frequency
range 1MHz-6500MHz
Special dedicated
optical lens filter
Material ABS
Size: 93mm * 48mm *
17mm
Weight: 58g
The crowd:
1. People often use
bank cards
(2) travel to the hotel
for the trip home crowd
3 easily photographed
the beauty of woman
4 consumer who
frequented places of
public entertainment
5. Frequented by people who try a variety of shopping malls
6. Respect their privacy and the privacy of others who
7 contact, keeping business secrets are
8 anti-photographed, anti-eavesdropping professionals
Use:
Detect whether your car or office wireless eavesdropping device installed chant. . .
Detect whether the phone tapping or a chant (standby grains transmit signal out)
Detect whether your car chanting eavesdropping device installed GPS tracking, GPS tracker. . .
Detecting your working environment 'residential buildings have rooftop base station radiation.
SMS send and receive signals to detect, signal the mobile Internet, mobile phone signal switch and
Detect wireless network signal, cell phone base station signals, wireless surveillance system field
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strength
Detect leaks and other household appliances such as induction of the magnetic radiation hazardous to
your health
Living environment, to detect whether there are suspicious Cable No.
Living environment, to detect whether there is a "killer phone" the strong radiation
Detect more subtle 508GHZ candid camera wireless, wireless eavesdropping, wireless monitor signal
Check the hotel, toilets, hotels, entertainment venues, locker room wireless pinhole camera
Business negotiations, school examiner places, factories, military facilities or government agencies
prevent eavesdropping candid
Withdrawals in the ATM machine, movie theaters, concerts, art galleries or museums, anti wireless
candid-camera
Purchase of buildings, whether the first detection of electromagnetic radiation harmful to human
health

Number 7
Descriptions
VR-TR02 Spy Telephone Recording Box
Product Description
Large-capacity compact portable telephone
recording box, free computer telephone recording
box, SD / FT card recording box
Simple and convenient telephone recording
mode, small fine shape. Free choice of largecapacity recording media (supports SD, miniSD,
FT card recording capacity can be free to
choose).
* Compact portable design lets you record range
from a fixed office or home, expanded to a travel
or any other way convenient for you.
Telephone areas (such as in the hotel you talk with customers online access to telephone recording
box can be recorded).
* Call-line recording features:
Automatic call recording (also choose to cancel button), when making a call during a call with each
other quietly pressing the "record" button.
Begin recording, record the call.
* On-line recording playback function:
When you talk with each other, you can replay the last or previous conversations can be recorded on
the original hearing before another selective self test.
Playback to listen to each other.
* Large-capacity computer-free recording:
Can use SD, MINISD, TF card carrier for the large-capacity audio recording, to avoid the tape or digital
recording capacity of the computer is not recording Easy problem.
* Automatic and manual dual-mode recording options:
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According to your needs, the recording mode set to automatic or manual. Call the default is automatic
recording.
* Automatically create folders by date, to facilitate management and access to your audio content.
* Automatic coverage features:
Audio content over the memory card capacity, the new recording will automatically overwrite the
contents of the earliest records, can be reused.
* Simple interface, easy to use.
* Blue LCD display.
* Support for MP3 format music player:
Plug in any piece of recorded music in MP3 format, or FT SD card can play music to your work easier.
* A 3.5MM headphone jack, can connect headphones to listen to audio or music, do not disturb the
work of others.
* Packaging: Mini Small Package
Body size: 10.2 * 6.5 * 3 cm
Box Size: 15 * 11 * 5 cm

Number 8
Descriptions
USB-LOG USB type keylogger
Hardware Keylogger is a small external device,
plugged into keyboard socket or buit-in. The
function of the device is to record any key
pressed each time thus creating in its internal
Memory copy of the text entered by the
keyboard. the text recorded in keylogger`s
memory is entirely readable, since the
keylogger puts together all
Signs recorded in its memory and forms
sentences out of them. Another fact worth
mentioning is that the device is able to identify
functional keys pressed by the user.
device has its internal memory which is not
dependent by any means on the computer`s
work.
Can store specified number of signs in the
memory for anytime long.
The number of signs is dependent on the size of memory used in the device.
Example memory size = the number of pressed keys
512kb = 512000 pressed keys = 3 month period of intensive typing (when working eight hours per
day)
The device is available with internal memory size: - 512KB- 2 MB
Hardware keylogger is offered in two versions
as an independent external device plugged into computer keyboard`s port where the keyboard is
going to be plugged.
1. Discreetly intercepts pressed keys in: e-mails, chats, communicators, WWW websites and more.
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Bui lt-in memory is capable of storing up to 500,000 pressed keys, which corresponds to around 200
text pages.
3. Does not require any software to function.
4. Impossible to detect by program scanners.
5. 5Very easy installation like of ordinary keyboard
6. You do not have to install or learn any additional software, you save your precious time.
7. Does not make use of computer`s hardware reserves i.e. memory, disc so CPU does not slow down
and it does not influence your computer`s stability either
8. Works with all operational systems on PC, since it works independently from software - it starts to
work as soon as computer starts so it intercepts even BIOS password.
9. Impossible to detect by scanners for detection of monitoring software.
10. Unlike in monitoring programs unauthorized user can not delete kept data.
11. Data are entirely safe from intercepting or modifying by web-intruder.
12. Interference, or any modification of recorded information is impossible, and additionally kept data
are enciphered
2.
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